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The loss of yield, which we can incur as a result of missing this deadline, is startling! The graph below
illustrates that for every day that we plant late after the 25th of November, we lose 120kg per hectare per day of
our potential yield.
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As we can see timeliness is so very important! Let's not waste the opportunities that God so freely gives us
in his natural creation.

At Standard
This means that everything that we do must be done well at a high standard, which glorifies God.

God does his work at a high standard!
• Look at just about any aspect of nature and you will see that God has produced our world at an

incredibly high standard! Genesis 1:31 says that God saw what he had made and it was very good.
Just take a look at the breathing, seeing, hearing, tasting, moving, thinking person next to you. God
certainly produces a good product!

• In Genesis 6:14-18 we see God giving very precise measurements to Noah in order for him to build
the ark. God knew that a boat that would survive forty days of rain and house two of every animal on
the planet would have to be built to standard.

• In 1 Kings 7:13-51 we see how Huram was tasked by Solomon to furnish the temple. The bronze
work was extremely beautiful and intricate, with moldings of lilies, pomegranates and wreaths being
made. God loves beauty and aesthetics!

• In Ezekiel 40-42, we see that it takes three chapters to go through the intricate detail of the temple
to come in the millennial kingdom. Ezekiel meets with an angel who has a measuring rod in his hand
and he goes on to precisely measure every aspect of the temple. God is interested in detail &
precision!

God pays attention to detail & loves wholeheartedness
Proverbs 3:5-6 says, "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all
your ways acknowledge him and he will make your paths straight."
With how much of our hearts should we trust God? 50%? 90%? 99%? 100%!
In how many ways should we acknowledge him? In all of them!
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All our ways, whether very small and seemingly insignificant, or very large and seemingly crucial, need to be
performed with God and his glory in mind. God knows the number of hairs on our heads. If he is concerned
about that much detail, then perhaps we should be concerned about details too. It is in the small things done
well that high standards are maintained.

Going the extra mile
In order to achieve high standards we need to be willing to give into our enterprise often over and above
what we think is sufficient. If you read the Sermon on the Mount you will see that the Kingdom of God is all
about release and giving, even to our enemies and those who oppress us (Matt 5:38-42). Jesus himself gave
his very life for us.

If we take our minds and bodies and strength that God gives us and give effort to do things really well in a
way that glorifies God (at standard), it is a form of giving that God sees. This is the whole basis of
implementing and achieving high standards.

Without Wastage
This means that we must not be wasteful with anything that God has given us. We must not waste such
things as time, opportunity, soil, water, sunlight, seed, nutrients, energy, etc.

Waste is unnecessary loss. Some losses are good and necessary such as the elimination of wastes and
toxins from our bodies, but if we waste the good things God has given us it means that we are being
unfaithful with them. It is very dangerous to be wasteful because this is a form of unfaithfulness and we have
already seen that God will take away from us if we are unfaithful. So sadly wastage feeds on itself.

If we look at creation, God is not wasteful
The water cycle is an excellent example of how God does not waste a molecule of water.
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